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Phase diagram of aggregation of oppositely charged colloids in salty water
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Aggregation of two oppositely charged colloids in salty water is studied. We focus on the role of Coulomb
interaction in strongly asymmetric systems in which the charge and size of one colloid is much larger than the
other one. In the solution, each large colloid~macroion! attracts a certain number of oppositely charged small
colloids (Z-ion! to form a complex. If the concentration ratio of the two colloids is such that complexes are not
strongly charged, they condense in a macroscopic aggregate. As a result, the phase diagram in a plane of
concentrations of two colloids consists of an aggregation domain sandwiched between two domains of stable
solutions of complexes. The aggregation domain has a central part of total aggregation and two wings corre-
sponding to partial aggregation. A quantitative theory of the phase diagram in the presence of monovalent salt
is developed. It is shown that as the Debye-Hu¨ckel screening radiusr s decreases, the aggregation domain
grows, but the relative size of the partial aggregation domains becomes much smaller. As an important
application of the theory, we consider solutions of long double-helix DNA with strongly charged positive
spheres~artificial chromatin!. We also consider implications of our theory for in vitro experiments with the
natural chromatin. Finally, the effect of different shapes of macroions on the phase diagram is discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.021909 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Nn, 61.25.Hq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aggregation or self-assembly of oppositely charged c
loids is a general phenomenon in biology, pharmacology,
chemical engineering. The most famous biological exam
is the chromatin made of long negatively charged doub
helix DNA and positively charged histone octamers@1#. Due
to Coulomb interaction, DNA winds around many octame
to form a beads-on-a-string structure, also called 10 nm fi
~see Fig. 1 for an illustration!. This 10 nm fiber may self-
assemble into a 30 nm fiber, which is the major buildi
material of a chromosome. The formation of 30 nm fib
strongly depends on the concentration of salt in the solut
This means that the Coulomb interaction plays a crucial r
@2#. The best known pharmacological example is the prob
of gene therapy. In this case, a negatively charged DNA h
should penetrate through a negatively charged cell m
brane. To do this, DNA has to be neutralized or overchar
by complexation with positive polyelectrolytes or colloid
At the same time aggregation of these complexes can
useful or should be avoided@3–9#. Industrial examples of
aggregation include using cationic polyelectrolyte as coa
lants for paper manufacturing, mineral separation, and
aggregation-induced removal of particulate matter from
aqueous phase in water and waste water treatment proc
@10#. Given such wide applications, it is therefore interest
to construct a general physical theory on aggregation of
positely charged colloids.

In this paper, we consider the equilibrium state of tw
kinds of oppositely charged colloids in salty water and co
struct the phase diagram of such a system. Without los
generality, we call the larger colloid ‘‘macroion’’ with nega
tive charge2Q, concentrationp, and the smaller colloid ‘‘
Z-ion’’ with positive chargeZe (e is the proton charge!,
concentrations. Macroions can be big spheres~big colloid
particles!, rigid cylinders~short DNA!, or long semiflexible
polymers~long DNA!. Z-ions can be small spheres~nucleo-
1063-651X/2004/69~2!/021909~10!/$22.50 69 0219
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some core particles, micelles, or dendrimers! or short poly-
mers~polyamines!. Most of such systems are strongly asym
metric in the sense that the size and charge of the macr
are much larger than those of theZ-ion ~Figs. 1–3!. There-
fore, defining the number ofZ-ions neutralizing one macro
ion asNi5Q/Ze ~the subscripti denoting ‘‘isoelectric’’!, we
focus on systems withNi@1.

In the previous paper@11# this problem was considere
for long semiflexible polymers~DNA double helices! as
macroions and rigid synthetic spheres with very large cha
asZ-ions ~Fig. 1! without monovalent salt. In such a syste
each polymer macroion winds around a number of spher
Z-ions and forms a periodic necklace-like structure which
similar to the natural chromatin. We call it ‘‘artificial chro
matin.’’ The phase diagram Fig. 4~a! was obtained in a plane
of the macroion ~DNA! concentrationp and the Z-ion
~spheres! concentrations ~notationss andp are introduced as
abbreviation for ‘‘sphere’’ and ‘‘polymer’’!. As seen from
Fig. 4~a!, around the line of neutrality~the dashed line!
where macroion–Z-ions complexes are almost neutral, th
condense in a macroscopic aggregate~the gray region!. Far
away from this line, the complexes are strongly charged
they stay free in the solution~the white region!.

It should be emphasized that strong correlations pla
crucial role in the origin of this picture. First, spheric
Z-ions in the necklace repel each other to form a o
dimensional liquid with almost periodic structure sim

FIG. 1. A beads-on-a-string structure of the complex of a lo
negative polymer macroion with positive sphericalZ-ions ~artificial
chromatin!.
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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lar to one-dimensional Wigner crystal~see Fig. 1!. This leads
to a correlation energy gain in addition to the mean fi
Coulomb energy of the spheres. The difference between
gain and the entropic gain in the bulk perZ-ion plays the role
of a voltage which may overcharge necklaces~making them
positive!. As a result, a free macroion–Z-ions complex can
be either positive@above the dashed line in Fig. 4~a!# or
negative@below the dashed line in Fig. 4~a!# depending on
concentrationss and p. Second, the polymer turns woun
around a sphericalZ-ion repel each other and form an almo
equidistant coil. This correlation offers a short-range attr
tion between complexes as illustrated by Fig. 5. When co
plexes are almost neutral, this attraction is able to conde
them. When they are strongly charged, Coulomb repulsio
larger than the short-range attraction and they stay free.

An important feature of Fig. 4~a! is two relatively wide
domains, where aggregation of macroion–Z-ions complexes
is only partial~the light gray region!. This means that certain
fraction of complexes aggregates, while others stay free
the solution. The reason for partial aggregation is redistri
tion of Z-ions between aggregated and free complexes. W

FIG. 2. A complex of a negative spherical macroion with po
tive sphericalZ-ions condensing on it.

FIG. 3. A complex of a negative cylindrical macroion with pos
tive sphericalZ-ions condensing on it.Z-ions form two-dimensional
~2D! Wigner-crystal-like liquid on the surface of the macroion.
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(p, s) is such that the Coulomb repulsion between co
plexes is slightly larger than the short-range attracti
Z-ions can redistribute themselves so that for a fraction
complexes the Coulomb repulsion becomes substant
smaller and they aggregate, while for the rest of comple
the Coulomb repulsion becomes even larger and they
free @12#. Without monovalent salt, the macroscopic agg
gate should be practically neutral~a net charge defined as th
sum of charges of the macroion andZ-ions should be close to
zero!. As a result, the domain of total aggregation is narr
while the domain of partial aggregation is much wider@see
Fig. 4~a!#.

-

FIG. 4. Phase diagrams of the artificial chromatin system.~a!
Without monovalent salt,~b! with monovalent salt.~Spherical and
cylindrical macroion systems have similar phase diagrams wit
much largersd .) p is the concentration of macroions~DNA!, s is
the concentration ofZ-ions ~spheres!. Plus and minus are the sign
of the charge of free macroion–Z-ions complexes. The dark gra
region is the domain of total aggregation of complexes, while
light gray region is the domain of their partial aggregation. T
white region is the domain of free complexes.sc and sd are con-
centrations ofZ-ions at the boundary of the aggregation doma
whenp→0. At the dotted ‘‘isoelectric’’ line the absolute values o
the total charges of macroions andZ-ions in the solution are equal
At the dashed ‘‘neutrality’’ line free complexes are neutral.
9-2
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PHASE DIAGRAM OF AGGREGATION OF OPPOSITELY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021909 ~2004!
In this paper, we develop a general phenomenolog
theory of complexation and aggregation of opposit
charged macroions andZ-ions in the presence of monovale
salt. In order to formulate this theory we use the simpl
model of spherical rigid macroions and smallZ-ions shown
in Fig. 2. In the absence of monovalent salt, the phase
gram of this system looks like Fig. 4~a!, wherep is the con-
centration of spherical macroions ands is the concentration
of Z-ions. Screening by monovalent salt effectively trunca
the Coulomb interaction at the Debye-Hu¨ckel screening ra-
dius r s . If r s is smaller than the size of the spherical ma
roions, the Coulomb repulsion of two macroion–Z-ions com-
plexes is almost completely screened even when they to
each other. Therefore, aggregation is possible even
macroion–Z-ions complexes carry a net charge~defined as
the sum of charges of the macroion andZ-ions!. As a result,
screening strongly modifies the phase diagram as show
Fig. 4~b!. Comparing with the phase diagram witho
monovalent salt@Fig. 4~a!#, we see that the aggregation d
main grows. At the same time, the relative size of the par
aggregation domain~the light gray region! in the whole ag-
gregation domain decreases, because redistribution ofZ-ions
between aggregated and free complexes becomes less im
tant.

Our phenomenological theory of Sec. II contains seve
parameters depending on charges, sizes, shapes, and fle
ity of macroions andZ-ions. In Secs. III, IV, and V we evalu
ate microscopically these parameters for specific pairs
macroions andZ-ions. In Sec. III we do this for a system o
spherical macroions and smallZ-ions ~Fig. 2! and find slopes
of phase diagram boundaries in this case. In Sec. IV
repeat this calculation for cylindrical macroions~Fig. 3!. In
Sec. IV we return to artificial chromatin~Fig. 1! and revise
some results of Ref.@11# related to the screening effect o
monovalent salt.

We find that although all these systems have phase
gram similar to Fig. 4~b!, the width of aggregation domai
and relative width of the partial aggregation domains dep
on the pair. Namely, rigid cylindrical macroions have t
largest aggregation domain, because parallel cylinders h
relatively larger area where they can touch each other. A
ficial chromatin~Fig. 1! on the other side has the smalle
aggregation domain. This peculiarity will be explained

FIG. 5. Cross section through the centers of two touching p
tive sphericalZ-ions with turns of negative semiflexible polyme
~gray! wound around them. At the place where two spheres to
each other~the rectangle!, the density of polymer segments doubl
and the correlation energy is gained.
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Sec. V. There we also show that phase diagram of Fig. 4~b!
seems to agree with results of experiments in vitro desig
to understand regulation of natural chromatin@15#.

II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY OF AGGREGATION
IN THE PRESENCE OF MONOVALENT SALT

In this section we discuss the general theory of the ph
diagram in the presence of monovalent salt using the sys
of spherical macroions shown in Fig. 2. Aggregation of tw
such spherical macroions is illustrated by Figs. 6 and
Z-ions form a strong correlated liquid on the surface of t
macroion. The negative correlation energy in this liquid
sults in the voltage which may overcharge the complex
also induces a short-range attraction between comple
since in the spot where two complexes touch each other~see
Fig. 6! the surface density of the correlated liquid is doubl
and the energy perZ-ion is reduced@16#. This attractive force
decays as exp(22pd/A3r ) ~for a triangular lattice! @17# with

i-

h

FIG. 6. The cross section of the touching area of two aggrega
spherical macroions. The sticky region is shown by the rectangle
this region, the density ofZ-ions doubles and the correlation energ
is gained.

FIG. 7. The cross section of the two aggregated spherical m
roions.Z-ions adsorbed on them are not shown. The width of
gray region is the effective range of the Coulomb interaction in
presence of monovalent salt. The neutralr s-cylinder is shown by
the rectangle of dashed lines. It is larger than the sticky reg
shown by the full line rectangle~see Fig. 6!.
9-3
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the distanced between two surfaces, wherer is the half of
average distance between nearest neighborZ-ions on the
macroion surface, or, in other words, the radius of
Wigner-Seitz cell. Consequently, only a small disk-like co
tact region with radiusW5AgRr, whereg5A3/2p;0.3,
contributes to the attraction of two complexes~see Fig. 6!.
We call it ‘‘sticky region.’’

Similarly to artificial chromatin, this correlation attractio
leads to phase diagram, Fig. 4~a!, in the absence of screen
ing. We should remember, however, that in the case of Fig
s stands for the concentration of small sphericalZ-ions andp
is the concentration of large spherical macroions. We sh
below that screening not only enlarges the aggregation
mains, but also leads to relatively smaller size of the par
aggregation domain. These effects become strong whenr s is
smaller thanR. They grow whenr s is reduced all the way to
r and even atr s,r . Only whenr s is so small that interaction
of a Z-ion with macroion surface becomes smaller thankBT,
most ofZ-ions leave the macroion surface, and aggrega
becomes impossible. Below we concentrate on the car
!r s!R which can be described by simple and univer
phenomenological theory.

There is a key difference between the cases with
screening discussed in Ref.@11# and with screening effect o
monovalent salt. In the first case, each macroion of the
gregate can only carryNi Z-ions, i.e., the aggregate is almo
neutral. This is because if macroion–Z-ions complexes were
charged, the Coulomb potential of the aggregate would
crease with its size and become too large to continue ag
gation. On the other hand, in the presence of strong scr
ing by monovalent salt, when the local distance between
two touching surfaces,d, is much larger thanr s , the Cou-
lomb interaction between two surfaces is exponentially sm
and can be neglected~see Fig. 7!. It only affects the disk-like
surface region with radiusWs5A2Rrs located inside the cyl-
inder where d,2r s . We refer to such a cylinder a
‘‘ r s-cylinder’’ ~shown by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 7!.
Therefore, if we count only charges of macroions andZ-ions,
the aggregate of macroion–Z-ions complexes need not b
neutral. Most of the surface area of these complexes ca
overcharged or undercharged in the same way as surfac
free complexes.

We argue that macroion surface charge densitys(d) ~in-
cluding charge of the macroion andZ-ions! inside
r s-cylinder is much smaller than the one outsider s-cylinder,
s0. In electrostatics, it is known that for two charged co
tacting metallic spheres in vacuum, the surface charge d
sity goes to zero when we move to the point of contact@one
can show that it decays as exp(2pAR/d)]. Our case is simi-
lar to this example in the sense thatZ-ions equilibrate on
macroion surfaces so that everywhere they acquire the s
electrochemical potential,mc(N)1ef. The chemical poten-
tial mc(N) determined by correlations ofZ-ions depends on
concentration ofZ-ions on the surface of macroion, which,
shown below, can be regarded as a constant. This means
the electrostatic potentialf is a constant, too, similar to th
case of two metallic spheres. The peculiarity of our cas
that the presence of monovalent salt which screens the
02190
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face electric potential. Deep insider s-cylinder, screening by
monovalent salt is incomplete. Indeed, according to
Debye-Hückel theory, the density of screening charge
monovalent salt near the macroion surface has the s
magnituder52f/4pr s

2 as outside ofr s-cylinder. But with
decreasingd, the volume occupied by this charge shrin
very fast. Atd!r s , charge density of monovalent salt pro
jected to the macroion surface,s852fd/4pr s

2 , is much
smaller thans0. As we saw from the problem of two con
tacting metallic spheres, the total surface charge density
tween two touching spherical surfaces with constant pot
tial decays very fast towards the contact point. According
inside ther s-cylinder at d!r s , the surface charge densit
s1s8/2 is very small „it decays with decreasingd as
s0 exp@p(AR/2r s2AR/d)#…. Therefore, for the surface
charge density of the macroions(d), we arrive ats(d)
52s8(d)/25fd/8pr s

2 . Since at d!r s , s(d) is much
smaller thans0, we call this region ‘‘neutral region.’’ Atr
!r s , the sticky region discussed above~the full line rect-
angle in Figs. 6 and 7! is much smaller than the neutra
region and therefore almost neutral.

Let N be the number ofZ-ions in a free macroion–Z-ions
complex. We defineQ* 52Q1NZe5Ze(N2Ni) as the net
charge of a free complex and (12b)Q* as the net charge o
the aggregated complex. The total number ofZ-ions in an
aggregated complex is thereforeN2b(N2Ni).

At r s@R, the whole complex is neutral in the aggrega
sob51. At r s!R, away from neutral regions, due to equil
bration of Z-ions, aggregated macroion–Z-ions complexes
have the same surface density ofZ-ions as free complexes
Thus,b is a measure of the fraction of total surface area o
complex occupied by neutral regions.b decreases with de
creasingr s .

Now we can write down the free energy of the syste
Similarly to Ref. @11#, we start from a point (p,s) in the
domain of partial aggregation and assume that a fractionx of
aggregated macroion–Z-ions complexes. The free energy p
unit volume is

F~N,x;s,p!

5~12x!pFQ* 2

2C
1NE~N!G

1xpF ~12b!
Q* 2

2C
1NE~N!2bmc~N2Ni !1eG

1kBT@s2~12x!pN2xp$N2b~N2Ni !%#

3 ln
@s2~12x!pN2xp$N2b~N2Ni !%#v0

e
. ~1!

The first line of Eq.~1! is the free energy density of fre
macroion–Z-ions complexes. It consists of Coulomb ener
of complexes and correlation energy ofZ-ions. HereC is the
capacitance of a free complex,E(N),0 is the correlation
energy perZ-ion in the complex. The second line of Eq.~1!
is the free energy density of aggregated complexes. Hee
,0 is the additional correlation energy per complex due
9-4
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PHASE DIAGRAM OF AGGREGATION OF OPPOSITELY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021909 ~2004!
aggregation@18# and mc(N)5]„NE(N)…/]N,0 is the part
of the chemical potential ofZ-ions related to their correla
tions on the surface of a macroion. It has been assume
Eq. ~1! that N2Ni!Ni ~this will be confirmed later! and
therefore

mc~N!5mc~Ni ![mc . ~2!

In the second line of Eq.~1! the first term is the Coulomb
energy of an aggregated complex diminished by a loss
fraction b of capacitor area, the second and third term g
correlation energy ofZ-ions diminished by loss ofb(N
2Ni) of them, and the fourth term is responsible for attra
tion energy of aggregated complexes in sticky regions. T
third and fourth line of Eq.~1! give the free energy density o
free Z-ions related to their entropy (v0 is the normalizing
volume!. The entropy of macroions is ignored because
their much smaller concentration. Minimizing this free e
ergy with respect toN andx, we get

mc1
ZeQ*

C
5kBT ln@$s2~12x!pN2xp

3„N2b~N2Ni !…%v0#, ~3!

e2b
Q* 2

2C
5b~N2Ni !$mc2kBT ln@$s2~12x!pN2xp

3„N2b~N2Ni !…%v0#%, ~4!

Excluding the entropy term in Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we get

Nc,d5NiS 17A ueu
b~r s!

2C~r s!

Q2 D . ~5!

Here and below, the upper~lower! sign in the formula always
corresponds to the first~second! subscript of the symbol.

Plugging Eq.~5! back to Eq.~3!, we get

sc,d~p!5sc,d1~12x!pNc,d1xp@Nc,d2b~r s!~Nc,d2Ni !#,

~6!

where

sc,d5
1

v0
expF 1

kBT S 7A ueu
b~r s!

2Z2e2

C~r s!
2umcu D G . ~7!

The two solutionsNc,d and sc,d mean that we have two
partial aggregation domains. Takingx50 andx51 in Eq.
~6!, we get two outer boundaries

sc,d~p;x50!5sc,d1pNc,d ~8!

and two inner boundaries

sc,d~p;x51!5sc,d1p@Nc,d2b~r s!~Nc,d2Ni !# ~9!

of the partial aggregation domains. The corresponding ph
diagram is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The outer boundaries are als
the boundaries of the whole aggregation domain~including
partial and total aggregation domains!, at which all free
02190
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macroion–Z-ion complexes are still stable (x50). The inner
boundaries are also the boundaries of the total aggrega
domain at which there is no free macroion–Z-ions complex
(x51). When s increases from zero, first the aggrega
forms, then it dissolves. Thus we arrive at a phase diagram
reentrant condensation. According to Eq.~8!, the slopes,
ds/dp, of the outer boundaries areNc,d , which are the num-
bers of Z-ions in a free macroion–Z-ions complex. Since
Nc,d are solutions toN in the whole partial aggregation do
main, the number ofZ-ions complexed with one free macro
ion is fixed in the partial aggregation domain. According
Eq. ~9!, the slopes of the inner boundaries areNc,d
2b(Nc,d2Ni), which are the numbers ofZ-ions in an ag-
gregated complex. On the other hand,sc,d are the intercepts
of these boundaries withp axis. The dashed line in Fig. 4~b!
corresponds to solutions with neutral macroion–Z-ions com-
plexes and can be calculated from Eq.~3!. TakingN5Ni in
this equation, we get

s0~p!5
1

v0
expS 2

umcu
kBT D1pNi . ~10!

This line has the same slope as the isoelectric linesi5pNi
~dotted line in Fig. 4!, but a small finite intercept. This is
because there is always a small fraction of freeZ-ions in the
solution.

Whenb51, the whole surface of a macroion in the a
gregate is neutral, all formulas above reproduce the co
sponding results in the caser s@R @11#. For example, the
boundaries of the total aggregation domain given by Eq.~9!
are now parallel lines

sc,d~p;x51!5sc,d1pNi . ~11!

The corresponding phase diagram forr s@R is shown in Fig.
4~a!.

There are four parametersmc , e, C, andb in the theory.
Their values depend on the screening radiusr s , the shape
and flexibility of the macroions andZ-ions. In the following
sections, we calculate them for specific systems. But e
now we can qualitatively summarize the evolution of t
phase diagram with decreasingr s . For this purpose, we de
fine the size of an aggregation domain as the absolute v
of the difference of the slopes of its two boundaries. Asr s
decreases,b(r s) decreases,C(r s) increases, whilee is fixed
~this will be shown below!. Then according to Eq.~5!, Nd
increases andNc decreases. Thus, both the size of the wh
aggregation domain~including partial and total aggregatio
domains!, Nd2Nc , and the size of the total aggregation d
main, (12b)(Nd2Nc), grow with decreasingr s . In con-
trary to them, the relative size of the two partial aggregat
domains in the whole aggregation domain,b(Nd2Nc)/(Nd
2Nc)5b, decreases with decreasingr s .

As we mentioned before, atr s,r the growth of the ag-
gregation domain and reduction of the relative size of
partial aggregation domain continue with decreasingr s . In
this regime, however, the range of Coulomb interaction a
correlation becomes the same and one cannot separate
interactions from each other. A microscopic theory is nec
9-5
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sary, which operates with screened interaction ofZ-ions with
macroion and with each other and allows for small dielec
constant of macroion. This is a subject of future work.

III. RIGID SPHERICAL MACROIONS

In this section, we consider the system with spheri
macroions and much smaller sphericalZ-ions ~Fig. 2!. We
estimate parametersmc , e, C, and b microscopically and
find out how borders of the aggregation domain change w
decreasing screening radiusr s .

Let us first consider the caser s@R. In this case, each
macroion carryNi Z-ions in the aggregate andb51. In the
first-order approximation,Z-ions repel each other to form 2D
Wigner crystal on the surface of a macroion. Thus the co
lation chemical potentialmc is approximately@21#

mc52
1.6Z2e2

Dr
, ~12!

wherer is the radius of the Wigner-Seitz cell when a ma
roion is neutralized byZ-ions ~see Fig. 2! and D is the di-
electric constant of water. To calculatee, we first notice that
the number ofZ-ions in a sticky region is

Ni

pW2

4pR2
5

gANi

2
, ~13!

where relationNi54pR2/pr 2 has been used. If each ma
roion hasb nearest neighbors in the aggregate (b512 for
dense packing!,

e5
bg

2
ANiamc520.4bga

ZeQ

DR
. ~14!

Here we assumed that eachZ-ion in the sticky region gains
the correlation energyamc . The maximum possiblea can
be estimated as follows. Since the surface density ofZ-ions
is doubled in the contact region, the radius of the Wign
Seitz cell becomesr /A2 and the correlation energy perZ-ion
gets a factor ofA2. This givesa.0.3. The reala is much
smaller than this upper limit due to the effect of small diele
tric constant of macroions. As is well known in electrostati
positive Z-ions in water (D.80) create positive images i
adjacent macroions (D!80). Repulsion from images pus
two contacting macroions away from each other and dim
ishes the gain of correlational energy. Finally, for a spher
macroion withZ-ions whose size is negligible, the capac
tance is

C5DR. ~15!

Using Eqs.~5! and ~7!, we get

Nc,d5Ni S 17A0.2bga
r

RD , ~16!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

1.6Z2e2

kBTDr S 16Abga

0.8 D G . ~17!
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Let us now switch to the caser !r s!R. Since the sticky
region is much smaller than the neutral region~see Fig. 7!,
the short-range correlations are not changed by screeningmc
ande are still given by Eqs.~12! and~14!. But b andC are
affected by screening. For simplicity, we estimateb by as-
suming that the wholer s-cylinder is neutral. Thenb reduces
to the area ratio of the neutral region to the whole surface
the complex,

b5b
pWs

2

4pR2
5

brs

2R
~18!

and

C5
DR2

r s
. ~19!

This gives

Nc,d5Ni S 17A0.4ga
r

r s
D , ~20!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

1.6Z2e2

kBTDr S 16Aga

0.4D G . ~21!

It is easy to check that in both casesNc,d are close toNi .
This justifies the approximation~2! used in the last section
From Eq.~20!, we see that the aggregation domain broad
with decreasingr s and the angle it occupies becomes t
order of unity atr s;r . According to Eq.~18!, the relative
size of the partial aggregation domain decreases withr s pro-
portionally to r s /R.

Two comments on validity of our approach are in ord
here. First, we assumed above that ats.sd(p), when over-
charged macroions redissolve, they still keep almost
Z-ions. As is well known@21#, the condition of maximum
charge inversion is given by

mc5
ZeQ*

C
. ~22!

DenotingNmax the maximum number ofZ-ions on a macro-
ion, and using Eq.~12!, in the case ofr s!R we have

N05Ni S 110.4
r

r s
D . ~23!

Comparing with Eq.~20!, we see thatNmax andNd are of the
same order of magnitude. As we mentioned above we
lieve thata,0.3 so thatNd,Nmax and the picture of stable
complexes on both sides of aggregation domain is justifi

Second, up to now we discussed screening by monova
salt in Debye-Hu¨ckel approximation. When aZ-ion has large
charge and small sizea, they are screened nonlinearl
Monovalent counterions condense onZ-ions ~similarly to the
Manning screening of a charged cylinder! and renormalize
the charge of a freeZ-ion to a smaller valueZ8 @22#. The
chargeZ8 is screened in Debye-Hu¨ckel way. When adsorbed
to the macroion surface,Z-ion is subjected to the additiona
9-6
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Coulomb interactions with both the negative macroion s
face and neighboringZ-ions. Both interaction energies are
the order ofZ8e2/r and ata!r can be ignored in compari
son with the chemical potential of the monovalent counter
Z8e2/a on Z-ion. Therefore, the effective chargeZ8 is not
changed byZ-ion condensation and should be used as
effective charge of aZ-ion in all our results@23#.

In recent Monte Carlo simulations of the system
spherical macroions with multivalentZ-ions @24#, it is seen
that around the isoelectric linesi5pNi , all macroions aggre-
gate, while far away from this line on both sides, fr
macroion–Z-ions complexes are stable. This qualitative
agrees with our theory.

IV. CYLINDRICAL MACROIONS

In this section, we consider the system with cylindric
macroions and much smaller sphericalZ-ions ~Fig. 3!. We
show that the qualitative feature of the phase diagram of
system is the same as spherical macroions. The major di
ence is that for cylinders,sd is much larger.

We assume that charge of the macroion andZ-ion is such
thatr !R. Accordingly two-dimensional Wigner-Crystal-lik
structure ofZ-ions can be formed on the surface of mac
ions @19#. We also assume thatr s,L. Consequently below
we focus on two cases corresponding toR!r s!L and r
!r s!R. Also note that in order to gain more contact ar
and, therefore, more correlation energy, all cylinders in
aggregate are parallel to each other.

We first consider the caseR!r s!L. It is easy to see tha
the aggregate should be neutral, i.e.,b51, and the chemica
potentialmc is still given by Eq.~12!. However,e is not the
same since the area of the sticky region is much larger.
not a disk, but a stripe with area 2WL. The number ofZ-ions
in the sticky region is

Ni

2WL

2pRL
5

1

p
NiAgr

R
. ~24!

For a macroion withb nearest neighbors (b56 for dense
packing!, the additional correlation energy per macroion i

e5
ba

p
NimcAgr

R
. ~25!

Herea takes the same value as the one for spherical ma
ions. And the capacitance is

C5
DL

2 ln~r s /R!
. ~26!

Using Eqs.~5! and ~7!, we have

Nc,d5NiF17A 0.8bag1/2

p ln~r s /R!S r

RD 3/4G , ~27!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

1.6Z2e2

kBTDr H 16Abag1/2

0.2p
ln

r s

RS R

r D 1/4J G .
~28!
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Now we consider the caser !r s!R. Instead of a neutra
aggregate, we only require a stripe-like neutral region in
present case. It is easy to see that bothmc and e are not
changed by screening. The fraction of the neutral area is

b5b
2WsL

2pRL
5

b

p
A2r s

R
, ~29!

while the capacitance

C5
DRL

2r s
. ~30!

We have

Nc,d5NiF17A0.8aS g

2D 1/2S r

r s
D 3/4G , ~31!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

1.6Z2e2

kBTDr H 16A a

0.2S g

2D 1/2S r s

r D 1/4J G .
~32!

Again in both casesNc,d are close toNi and the approxi-
mation~2! is valid. According to Eq.~29!, the relative size of
the partial aggregation domain decreases withr s proportion-
ally to Ar s /R. We see that the aggregation domain are wid
in the case of cylindrical macroions than that for spheri
macroions~see Sec. III!. This happens because of the larg
contact area in the former case.

According to Eq.~32!, formally sd can be even larger tha
1/v0. Consequently, one may conclude that the aggreg
never dissolve at larges. Actually, this is not true. Whens
becomes so large that the distance betweenZ-ions in the bulk
is equal tor s , the repulsion between freeZ-ions cannot be
ignored and our theory is invalid. At such a large concent
tion, Z-ions are correlated not only on the surface of mac
ions but also in the bulk and aggregation does not happ
What we can conclude is that for systems discussed in
section, the aggregate dissolves at very larges. Mathemati-
cally, sd is so large that ln(1/sdv0)< ln(sd /sc). Correspond-
ingly, the aggregation domain in Fig. 4 ats.si is very wide.

The results above can be qualitatively compared with
perimental results for solutions of DNA with spermine@4–7#
in which long DNA double helices may be considered
rigid negative cylinders and short positive spermine m
ecules as smallZ-ions (Z54). In experiments, reentran
condensation is observed. Also the aggregation domai
smallp is very wide@ ln(sd /sc).9#. Both facts agree with our
theory.

V. ARTIFICIAL CHROMATIN

In this section, we discuss the artificial chromatin
which macroions are long semiflexible polymers with line
charge density2h andZ-ions are hard spheres with radiusR
~Fig. 1!. We assumeRh!Ze, i.e., many turns of polymer
9-7
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segments are needed to neutralize one sphere. The aggr
of such a system looks like Fig. 3 in Ref.@11#. The phase
diagram of this system has already been discussed in d
in Ref. @11# under the assumption that the aggregate is
ways neutral which is valid only forr s@R. When r s!R,
there is no justification for the neutrality of the aggregate a
the theory in Sec. II should be used. Here we calculate
parameters microscopically and obtain the phase diagram
the later case.

First, we remember remind the results following direc
from Ref. @11#. In this case, each macroion–Z-ions complex
carriesNi Z-ions in the aggregate. Correspondingly,b51.
The correlation chemical potentialmc is essentially the self-
energy of a bare free sphere in the solution which is alm
totally eliminated in the complex. Therefore

mc52
Z2e2

2DR
, ~33!

whereD is the dielectric constant in water solution. To ca
culatee, we first notice that the correlation energy per u
length of the polymer is just the interaction energy of t
polymer turn with its stripe of background~sphere! positive
charge. Thus, it is2h2 ln(R/A)/D. Correspondingly, when
the density doubles,A is halved, the gain in correlation en
ergy per unit length is2ah2/D, wherea5 ln 2 as a rough
estimate. Similar to the case of spherical macroion, the
dius of the sticky regionW.ARA/2. And the polymer
length in this region ispW2/A5pR/2. Since each aggre
gated complex carriesNi Z-ions and hasb nearest neighbors
we have

e52
pba

2

Rh2

D
Ni , ~34!

where b56 if the maximum packing number is achieve
The capacitance

C5
DL

2 ln~r s /R!
5

DRNi

ln~r s /R!
, ~35!

where we have usedL.2RNi , because near neutrality, eac
polymer absorbs aboutNi spheres and all spheres in th
macroion–Z-ions complex are densely packed. Using E
~5! and ~7!, we have

Nc,d5Ni S 17A pba

ln~r s /R!

Rh

ZeD , ~36!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

Z2e2

2kBTDRS 162Apba ln
r s

R

Rh

ZeD G .
~37!

This gives a typical phase diagram of reentrant condensa
@Fig. 4~a!#.
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Now let us consider the case whenA!r s!R. A being the
average distance between two polymer turns on the sur
of spheres when polymer segments exactly neutralize
sphere~see Fig. 1!. Sinceh/A.Ze/R2, the requirementA
!R is equivalent toRh!Ze. As we discussed in Sec. II
with the screening of monovalent salt, the whole aggreg
need not be neutral, but disk-like regions on spheres wh
two spheres touch each other must be neutral~see Fig. 7!.
The radius of this regionWs5A2r sR. In the present case
the neutral region should be made by the rearrangemen
the polymer segments on the surface of spheres. If the p
mer is extremely flexible, it can bend easily in the disk-li
region. By this bending, the surface density of polymer s
ments is changed ‘‘locally’’ so that the region can be ma
neutral and the rest of the surface is not changed. Howeve
the polymer is only semiflexible~the persistent lengthl p is
such thatAr sR! l p!R), it is too rigid to neutralize the disk-
like region. Then this region can be made neutral only
changing distances between sequential turns of the poly
on the surface of the sphere. For example, for two touch
spheres~Fig. 5!, the equatorial stripe-like region shown i
Fig. 8 can be made neutral. We focus on the case of
semiflexible polymer which corresponds to DNA.

WhenA!r s!R, the correlation chemical potentialmc is
still given by the self-energy of a bare free sphere, which
now

mc52
r sZ

2e2

2DR2
, ~38!

and the correlation gain due to aggregation,e, is still given
by Eq. ~34!. This is because the contact region where
additional correlational energy is gained is much sma
than the neutral region as discussed in Sec. II. Also since
number ofZ-ions in each complex in the aggregate is clo
to Ni , in the first-order approximation, we can useNi as the

FIG. 8. A 2D view of the surface of a sphere touching the oth
sphere at the center of the disk-like region~a!. To make~a! neutral,
a semiflexible polymer have to change the density of its turns
make the whole equatorial stripe-like region~b! neutral. The rest of
the surface colored in gray is charged.
9-8
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number ofZ-ions in each complex in Eq.~34!. Knowing that
the area of the strip-like region is 4pWsR ~see Fig. 8!, the
area ratiob is given by

b5
4pWsR

4pR2
5A2r s

R
. ~39!

And the capacitance is now

C5
DRL

2r s
5

DR2

r s
Ni . ~40!

Using Eqs.~5! and ~7!, we have

Nc,d5NiF17Apba

A2

Rh

Ze S R

r s
D 3/4G , ~41!

sc,d5
1

v0
expF2

r sZ
2e2

2kBTDR2 H 162Apba

A2

Rh

Ze S R

r s
D 3/4J G .

~42!

The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4~b!.
It is easy to check that in both two cases, slopesNc,d are

close toNi and the approximation~2! is valid. Comparing
sc,d andNc,d with results for spherical and cylindrical mac
roions, we see that aggregation domain of the artificial ch
matin is the smallest of all three cases if parameterRh/Ze is
small ~the polymer makes many turns around the sphe!.
The main reason is that in artificial chromatin,e and mc
originate from two different kinds of correlations. AtRh
!Ze, the correlation energy of two polymer turns of th
touching sphere is much smaller than the correlation ene
of the sphere in the complex~it interacts with all turns of the
polymer!.

An artificial chromatin system in the presence of mono
lent salt is studied in experiments@20#, where the phase dia
gram of reentrant condensation is found and the domain
partial aggregation is not observed. This is qualitatively c
sistent with our theory that the relative size of the par
aggregation domain is small due to screening effect
monovalent salt.

The phase diagram, Fig. 4~b!, may be useful for qualita-
tive understanding of chromatin regulation. It is known@1#
that chromatin can switch from the compact state of 30
fiber or higher order structures to the loose state of 10
fiber in which gene transcription takes place. This transit
is caused by acetylation of core histones, which reduces
number of positive charges of histone octamers. Experim
in vitro @15# show that the transition happens when t
charge of the octamerZe ~about 1160e in normal condi-
tions! is reduced by112e, i.e., only by 8%. Such a sens
tive response can be understood in our theory as show
the phase diagram, Fig. 9, in the plane of total charges
octamers and DNA. Normal chromatin seems to be parti
aggregated and the system is at state 1. Under acetyla
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the charge of octamers is reduced so that the system m
down to state 2 below the partial aggregation domain. T
small partial aggregation domain is crucial for the sensit
response. Figure 9 also helps to understand spermatoge
in which normal chromatin is compacted further by addi
strongly positively charged proteins, protamines@1#. In the
solution, the concentration of the positive charge increa
and the system moves up from state 1 to state 3 in the t
aggregation domain.

To conclude this section, let us make a comment about
role of Manning condensation of monovalent salt on DN
Above we literally dealt with the case when the linear cha
density of the polymerh is smaller than critical densityhc
5kBT/e of Manning condensation. As is well known, for
free polymer withh.hc ~for example, for DNA double he-
lix, which has h54.2hc), h is renormalized tohc . For
DNA wrapping a positive sphere in artificial chromatin, th
renormalization is different because of the surface charg
positive spheres. Such renormalization and its conseque
on the phase diagram were studied in Ref.@11#.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we developed a phenomenological theory
complexation and aggregation in asymmetric water soluti
of strongly charged negative and smaller positive collo
~macroions andZ-ions! in the presence of a large concentr
tion of monovalent salt. We showed that in contrast w
earlier theory@11# mostly devised for salt-free solutions, ag
gregate of complexes can carry net charge of macroions
Z-ions which is almost as large as the charge of free co
plexes. Only small touching regions of each aggregated c
plex are depleted of the net charge. As a result screenin
monovalent salt leads to broader aggregation domain in

FIG. 9. The chromatin regulation and compaction.sZe is the
concentration of charge of histones,pQ is the concentration of
DNA. All lines and charges have the same meaning as in Fig
Normal chromatin is at the point 1. Acetylation of histones, mov
it to the point 2~downward arrow!. On the other hand, addition o
protamines during spermatogenesis compacts chromatin into
more condensed state 3~upward arrow!.
9-9
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phase diagram of the solution and to narrower, but still fin
domain of partial aggregation where the aggregate is in e
librium with free complexes. Our phenomenological theo
expressed properties of the phase diagram through se
parameters which depend on charges of macroions
Z-ions, their sizes, shapes, flexibility, and screening
monovalent salt. For three different pairs of macroions a
Z-ions we evaluated these parameters and discussed d
ences and trends in their phase diagrams. We found out
one of these systems, which we call artificial chromatin~see
P
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Fig. 1!, indeed has a phase diagram qualitatively similar
the one of natural chromatin.
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